Bitmap indexes are widely used in both scientific and commercial databases. They bring fast read performance for specific types of queries, such as equality and selective range queries. A major drawback of bitmap indexes, however, is that supporting updates is particularly costly. Bitmap indexes are kept compressed to minimize storage footprint; as a result, updating a bitmap index requires the expensive step of decoding and then encoding a bitvector. Today, more and more applications need support for both reads and writes, blurring the boundaries between analytical processing and transaction processing. This requires new system designs and access methods that support general updates and, at the same time, offer competitive read performance.
INTRODUCTION
Bitmap indexing is a popular indexing technique for large data sets. It leverages fast bitwise operations [9, 10, 20, 21, 32] , and is * Work done while the author was a year-long intern at Harvard University.
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Bitmap indexes demonstrate significant benefits especially for equality or low selectivity queries as we can quickly get all qualifying rowIDs. In addition, they efficiently support analytical queries that include logical operations in the where clause, as well as adhoc queries with multiple selections. Bitmap indexes are also useful for counting values, as well as counting NULLs, something typically not supported by other indexes.
A basic bitmap index consists of multiple bitvectors 1 ; one for each distinct value of the domain of the indexed attribute A. The k th position of a bitvector corresponding to value v is set to one if the k th position of the attribute A is equal to v. While without compression the storage requirements for a bitmap index are very high (the space required is proportional to the product of the relation size multiplied by the domain cardinality of the indexed column), several compression techniques have been proposed to greatly reduce bitmap index size [1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 34] . Typically these techniques apply variations of run-length encoding in order to reduce the size down to the same order of magnitude as the indexed column. Hence, every read operation requires a bitvector decode while every update operation requires a decode followed by an encode.
The Problem: Scalability for Updates. The major drawback of bitmaps indexes is offering updates. This is exacerbated by the increasing need of applications to require support for both efficient reads and updates, to deliver both good read performance and data freshness [2, 3, 5, 17, 22, 30] .
Read-optimized bitmap index designs are not suitable for updates. The reason is that updating a bitmap index requires a series of decoding and encoding actions on the individual bitvectors that correspond to the old and new values. In order to efficiently support updates, a bitmap index ideally should avoid repetitive decodings and re-encodings.
Update Conscious Bitmaps [8] (UCB) is the state-of-the-art design for update-optimized bitmap indexes. The core idea of UCB design is the auxiliary existence bitvector 2 (EB) [21] that stores information about whether specific bits in the actual bitvectors are valid or not. A significant drawback of UCB is that read performance does not scale with updates. Figure 1 shows that the read latency of UCB increases by more than 2× as updates are applied to the bitmap index. In other words, as more updates arrive, read queries become increasingly more expensive (the graph and the experimental setup is further discussed in Section 4).
UpBit: Scalable Updates in Bitmap Indexing. We present UpBit, a scalable in-memory Updatable Bitmap index design. UpBit achieves both (i) efficient reads, similar to read-optimized indexes, and (ii) lower update time than both read-optimized and updateoptimized bitmap indexes. UpBit read performance remains stable as more updates, deletes, or inserts are applied.
Similar to read-optimized bitmap indexes, for every value v of the domain of the indexed attribute, UpBit maintains a value bitvector (VB). Each value bitvector stores a bit set to one at the positions having value v for the indexed column, and zero otherwise. UpBit introduces two new design elements to achieve efficient updates and to maintain good read performance as updates accumulate.
First, for every value bitvector, UpBit introduces a corresponding update bitvector (UB). Every incoming update results in two changes, one in the update bitvector corresponding to the old value, and another in the update bitvector of the new value. The aggregate size of the uncompressed bitvectors for UpBit is twice as much as for a read-optimized bitmap index, however, at any point in time each update bitvector has only a small number of bits set to one. This allows for negligible storage and CPU decoding overhead. In order to maintain high compressibility the update bitvectors are periodically merged with value bitvectors and re-initialized. When queried, UpBit combines -through a bitwise XOR -the value bitvector and the corresponding update bitvector. When updated, UpBit only needs to flip two bits, one in the UB of the new value and on in the UB of the old value.
Second, UpBit introduces fence pointers to allow efficient retrieval of arbitrary values. Fence pointers allow direct access to any position of a compressed bitvector. As a result, fence pointers help to avoid unnecessary decodings by allowing a read query to jump directly to the relevant area and decode only a small part of the bitvector that contains the target information. Using fence pointers as pivot elements also enables efficient multi-threaded decoding of a bitvector during querying with minimal synchronization needed during reconstruction.
While the use of multiple update bitvectors seems like more work than updating in-place or simply having a single existence bitvector, it allows UpBit to achieve drastically better read and update performance, following the intuition of the RUM Conjecture [4] , because: (i) there is no single bitvector that receives all updates, hence compressibility is higher and updating does not create a single bottleneck on the auxiliary bitvectors; the cost is distributed to multiple update bitvectors, (ii) fence pointers minimize decoding and encoding action when updating and reading from the update bitvectors, and (iii) UpBit maintains a threshold of compressibility after which value bitvectors and update bitvectors are merged, 2 Called existence bitmap in prior work; here we use existence bitvector to maintain consistent terminology throughout the paper. and update bitvectors are reset. When the number of updates stored in an update bitvector exceeds this threshold, UpBit performs the merge operation during the following read query on the corresponding domain value, which involves this particular bitvector. Each read query decodes and on-the-fly merges the corresponding value and update bitvectors, hence, in the merge-back operation the read query initiates a write-back as well. Since UpBit maintains one update bitvector per value of the domain, each pair of VB and UB can be independently merged in a query-driven fashion, without having to alter the structure of the entire bitmap index. UpBit for Modern Data Stores. A bitmap index can be beneficial for a modern data system, regardless of whether the physical data organization is a single column, or groups of columns. UpBit's design is orthogonal to the underlying data layout, and it benefits the read latency in either case. The benefit of using UpBit is pronounced when data is organized in groups of columns, as using a secondary index avoids reading more data. Contributions. In summary, we make the following contributions.
• We introduce UpBit, an updatable bitmap index that allows fast updates without sacrificing read performance. UpBit is based on two design points:
-We introduce update bitvectors, a set of additional auxiliary bitvectors (one per value of the domain), that distribute the update burden. -We introduce fence pointers for compressed bitvectors as a way to avoid decoding entire bitvectors and efficiently access only their relevant parts. Fence pointers also enable efficient multi-threaded bitvector decoding when querying.
• We show that we can achieve scalability in terms of the number of updates by periodically merging the changes to make sure the compressibility of the auxiliary bitvectors is high.
• Through experimentation with synthetic and real data we demonstrate the efficiency of UpBit in a variety of scenarios varying update rate, data size, and cardinality of the indexed column. We show that UpBit offers consistently negligible or small read latency overhead when compared with a read-optimized bitmap index. In addition, when compared with a state-of-the-art update-optimized bitmap index, UpBit achieves significantly lower update cost and much faster reads, scaling with the number of updates.
BITMAP INDEXES & UPDATES
In this section, we provide background on bitmap index literature and we motivate our work by showing that existing bitmap indexes are not suitable for workloads with frequent updates. Bitmap Indexes. Initially designed for static analytic workloads, bitmap indexes have been used in a variety of applications, targeting both equality and range queries. A general binary representation of the content of a column was first introduced using a variable number of bits per value [32] , however, typically today bitmap indexes use a single bit per row [20, 21] , and one bitvector per value containing ones for rows that are equal to this value and zeros otherwise. An unencoded bitmap index is depicted in Figure  2 . The figure shows a column with three different values, and three bitvectors, each containing a bit set to one when the corresponding position is equal to the value each stores. Keeping Bitvectors Small. Bitvectors contain a lot of redundant data (a bit for every value of the domain for every position of the column). This redundancy can be easily reduced by employing appropriate encoding schemes [9, 10] . In the case of range queries, bitmap indexes either perform bitwise OR operations between the corresponding bitvectors, as shown in Figure 3 , or employ a different encoding scheme (range encoding), which however, has much greater space requirements [10] . Read performance is further improved by using compression in conjunction with encoding. The first such design was Byte-aligned Bitmap Compression (BBC) [1] . Word-Aligned Hybrid (WAH) [34] encoding applies run-length encoding and has a few follow-up variations. To ensure memoryalignment on modern architectures, WAH splits bits into words (32 bits each), which become the unit of compression. Using this encoding, a maximum run of 2 32 identical bits can be represented by a single WAH fill word. However, in practice runs with identical bits are shorter and require less bits to be encoded. This was addressed by follow-up proposals which use a few bits per word to signify a long run of identical bits, or a specific pattern interleaved with long runs. CONCISE [13] and Position List Word Aligned Hybrid (PLWAH) [14] improve compression ratio when a single bit or a short pattern interrupts a long run. In this work we use the bitvector implementation of FastBit [33] which relies on WAH compression [34] .
Updates. Traditionally, bitmap indexes have been built for readintensive workloads, and as a result they are not well-suited for updates [9, 32] . This happens because in-place updates cause a costly decoding of the whole bitvector and a re-encoding to store its updated version. For example to update rowID k from value v 1 to value v 2 we would need to go to position k in the value bitvector for value v 1 and set the bit to zero, and then set the k th bit of the value bitvector for v 2 equal to one. Both bitvectors need to be decoded in order to find the bits to be updated. The decoding begins at the very beginning of the bitvector, and after the update the bitvector needs to be encoded as a whole anew. On the contrary, handling new rows is easier as new bitvectors can be appended at the end of the current ones without the costly decode-then-encode cycle. Update-Conscious Bitmaps. To handle the update problem, a number of approaches have been proposed. The state of the art for update-optimized bitmap index is the Update Conscious Bitmaps (UCB) [8] , which supports efficient deletes. Updates are treated as a delete-then-insert using the new delete mechanism, while the new value is appended in the end of the bitvector and a mapping between the invalidated position and the appended value is kept. Update Conscious Bitmaps use -in addition to a bitvector for each value of the domain -a bitvector to store whether a given row of the indexed column has been updated, called the existence bitvector (EB) [21] . When a position x in EB is 0, the corresponding rows of all value bitvectors are invalidated. When a bit of EB is 1, the bitmap index can be accessed as usual. That way, every delete is performed by setting to 0 the bit of the EB corresponding to the deleted row. In-place updates are transformed to delete-thenappend operations (Figure 4a ). By avoiding decoding and encoding the value bitvectors at the time of an update, UCB offers faster updates than other approaches, and particularly efficient deletes.
Reading from UCB, however, requires an additional AND operation between the value and the existence bitvector (Figure 4b ). When all value bitvector positions are valid, and hence, every bit of the existence bitvector is set to one, this bitwise AND is very efficient. As more updates or deletes are applied, however, the existence bitvector becomes less compressible because it contains more bits that have been set to zero. Figure 1 plots the average read latency of UCB as updates are applied over a relation with 100M values of synthetic data in an in-memory setup (more details about the experimental setup are in Section 4.1). The y-axis plots the read latency as a function of the updates cumulatively applied on UCB, shown on the x-axis. UCB read performance does not scale with the number of updates. The reason is three-fold. First, the scattered updates deteriorate the compressibility of the bitvectors. Second, every update initiates both a decode and re-encode operation. Third, in order to support updates, UCB uses an additional level of indirection maintaining the mapping of rowIDs for which the values stored in the bitvector has been invalidated. Figure 5 shows the average query latency in the same experiment presented in Figure 1 , when compared with a read-optimized bitmap index that supports in-place updates. The black bars corre- In-place UCB Figure 5 : Average latency of UCB vs. in-place updates: while UCB offers 2.88x faster execution for updates, searching with a read-optimized bitmap index that employs in-place updates is 3.57x faster, leading to a 2x overall performance degradation for a mixed workload, with 10% updates. spond to a bitmap index with naïve in-place updates and the pattern bars correspond to UCB. The first two bars show the average query latency for the full workload (90% read queries and 10% updates).
The second pair of bars shows the average update latency for the inplace updates and UCB, and the third pair shows the average read latency for the two approaches. While UCB offers 2.57× faster update performance when compared to in-place updates, both UCB's read latency (3.45×), and overall average query latency (1.98×) is significantly higher than in-place updates. When answering a read query, UCB needs to perform an additional AND operation with the existence bitvector which, in turn, needs to decode the entire value bitvector. In addition, UCB needs to consult a translation table for every invalidated row, and consequently do another AND operation. The fast update operation -just update a single bit in a highly compressible bitvector to begin with -is not enough to address the slow query time. This behavior is exacerbated as more updates accumulate, as shown in Figure 1 . In order to better understand why UCB degrades as more updates are accumulated, Figure 6 shows the breakdown of the response time of equality queries and updates for UCB. In particular, Figure  6 presents the breakdown of the response time of equality queries and updates when we use the UCB design, (i) after the first update, (ii) after 1K updates, (iii) after 10K updates, (iv) after 200K updates, and, (v) after 1M updates. The cost to update in-place does not depend on the number of past updates, while both costs to update and to read using UCB depends heavily on the past updates. Further, UCB initially minimizes the updating cost because it only changes one bit in a highly compressible bitvector and completely avoids the update cost by updating the existence bit. This approach leads to very fast updates as long as there are only a few bits in the existence bitvector that are set to zero, and as a result, the existence bitvector is highly compressible. As we have more updates, however, the existence bitvector becomes less compressible, hence, updating it becomes more expensive, leading to higher overall update cost. During a read query, UCB always has to pay the price of decoding the bitvector corresponding to the search predicate, as would any design. Decoding the value bitvectors is a fixed cost that is not affected by the number of updates. UCB, however, requires the additional step of the bitwise AND operation between the bitvectors and the EB, creating a cost factor which increases as more updates accumulate (and EB becomes less compressible). Updating Bitmap Indexes With Low Impact on Read Performance. Figure 6 helps us pinpoint what should be optimized in order to offer efficient updates. The update cost of UCB contains the cost of updating the existence bitvector. While this cost is negligible for up to 10k updates, as more updates are applied it increases exponentially. In addition, the read time due to the bitwise AND between the value and the existence bitvector is the most expensive operation. The approach proposed in this paper, UpBit, aims at addressing these two factors. First, by using multiple update bitvectors and periodically merging them during query time with the corresponding value bitvector, we guarantee that the cost to update the auxiliary bitvector is always kept low. Second, by distributing the update overhead to multiple UB (as opposed to one EB) we have higher compressibility and we bound the query cost as well. In addition, having multiple UBs allows the adaptive reconstruction of VB by merging them on a query-driven basis.
UpBit: EFFICIENT READS AND WRITES FOR BITMAP INDEXES
In this section, we present UpBit in detail, and describe how it can offer efficient updates without compromising read query performance. UpBit shifts the update burden from a single bitvector (the existence bitvector of UCB) to multiple update bitvectors, and builds an efficient way to search the value of a specific position of an encoded bitvector by introducing fence pointers.
We begin by introducing the notation and the UpBit structure. Then we describe each operation: probing the index, deleting a row, updating a value, inserting new data, and any auxiliary operation needed to support these actions.
UpBit Data Structure
Notation. UpBit is a bitmap index over an attribute A of a table T . The domain of A has d unique values, hence UpBit contains
The Internals of UpBit. For every value of the domain of the indexed attribute, UpBit stores a value bitvector showing which rows contain the corresponding value. For example, Figure 7a shows the three bitvectors corresponding to the attribute A values 10, 20, and 30, respectively. Rows 4 and 6 are equal to 10, rows 2, 5 and 8 are equal to 20, and rows 1, 3, and 7 are equal to 30, and as a result, the value bitvectors have the corresponding bits set to one. In addition, UpBit uses one additional bitvector per value, termed the update bitvector (UB). Each update bitvector is initialized with zeros with size equal to the one of the value bitvectors of the index. The update bitvectors are used to mark which bits of the value bitvector are changed. In particular, the current value of a row of the UpBit is given by the XOR between the corresponding position of the value and the update bitvectors. The update bitvectors distribute the burden of each update to multiple bitvectors, keeping the update cost low, and, at the same time, the compressibility of these bitvectors high in order to have minimal impact on read performance. Value-Bitvector Mapping (VBM). A common operation in any bitmap index is to locate the bitvector, V i , corresponding to a specific value, v, of the domain. Any query that needs to search the bitmap index performs this action. This is typically implemented using a dictionary which returns the bitvector id i, given v. No Space Overhead. The update bitvectors are initially empty, thus, they can be very efficiently compressed as 0-Fill words. In the beginning of UpBit's operation, the update bitvectors are practically single words, hence, they have negligible impact on the overall size of the index.
Interpreting Update Bitvectors. In order to return the value of the position of any value bitvector, UpBit performs a bitwise XOR between this value bitvector and the corresponding update bitvector, as shown in Figure 7c . When a column is indexed with UpBit the update bitvectors are initialized to zero (shown in Figure 7a) . Effectively, the XOR between the VB and UB at the initial state of the index will always result to the VB itself. As an optimization, we always maintain a counter of the number of bits set to one in each update bitvector and if it is equal to zero, we can avoid performing the XOR altogether.
UpBit Operations
Let us now consider, in detail, how each of the probe, delete, update, and insert operations are designed using UpBit. Searching. We first discuss how UpBit is probed for exact match queries; that is, how we find whether a value, val, exists in the indexed column, and in which position.
The first step is to find the bitvector i that corresponds to val, using the VBM which links values to bitvectors. The next step is to check whether any updates have occurred that are marked on U i . If all bits in U i are unset then no updates exist; more specifically, there have been no updates on val. Otherwise, if even a single bit is set, then updates on val exist and UpBit has to account for them. In order to return the right bitvector UpBit performs a bitwise XOR between V i and U i . For example, in Figure 7c we probe for value equal to 20. In this case we first check the update bitvector for value 20 and if not all bits are set to zero, UpBit performs a XOR between U i and V i in order to get the positions that contain 20 (Algorithm 1). Deleting a Row. We continue with how UpBit handles the deletion of a row. In this case we assume that the workload consists of the delete of a specific row, k. delete_row (index: UpBit, row: k) 1: Find the val of row k 2: Find the i bitvector that val corresponds to 3:
Algorithm 2: Deleting row k with UpBit.
In order to make sure that the index will never return row k as an answer to any query, we first need to retrieve the value of this row (line 1 of Algorithm 2), and then find the update bitvector corresponding to this value B i (line 2 of Algorithm 2). The first operation constitutes one of the main challenges when supporting general updates in bitmap indexes: retrieve the value of an arbitrary row. The last step of deleting a row is to negate the contents of the selected update bitvector for row k:
The whole process is shown by Algorithm 2, and is depicted in Figure 7b in the bottom left part. In prior work, deletes are supported through the existence bitvector which invalidates the whole row [8, 21] , in order to avoid the costly retrieval of the value of an arbitrary position. Here, we discuss how to efficiently do so.
if temp_bit then 4:
Return val i 5:
end if 6: end for Algorithm 3: Get value of row k using UpBit. Retrieving the Value of a Row. Algorithm 3 shows how to retrieve the value of row k. Instead of going to base data which may be on disk, we search all bitvectors. This operation can be aggressively parallelized as it is embarrassingly parallel: each bitvector search can run independently. In fact, for every bitvector we run Algorithm 4 using a small amount of additional metadata to avoid decoding the whole bitvector, effectively reducing the decoding cost.
get_bit (bitvector: B, row: k) Algorithm 4: Get k th bit of a bitvector using UpBit.
Reducing Decoding Cost. A large fraction of the time to get the value of the k th row goes to decoding the bitvectors before the XOR operation, and reading the k th bit. The reason why this cost is high, is that in order to access the k th bit we need to decode all previous bits; there is no way to decode a subset of the bitvector knowing in which position the decoding starts with the existing encoding schemes. We address this performance limitation by adding fence pointers which enable efficient partial decoding close to any arbitrary position 3 . Both encoded and not encoded bitvectors are organized in words. The words of a not encoded bitvector contain its raw bits, while the words of an encoded bitvector may represent multiple unencoded words. The metadata of fence pointers form a small separate index of the encoded bitvector which allows direct access to the encoded words corresponding at known positions of the not encoded bitvector. Fence pointers have a predefined granularity on the not encoded bitvector, g. For a bitvector with n not encoded words, fence pointer i stores the offset of the encoded word that contains the unencoded word i · g : i = 1, 2, ..., n g . Every encoded word is aligned to an unencoded word (the reverse is not always true, i.e., a single encoded word encodes multiple unencoded words). As a result the granularity g is only approximate. Figure  8 details such an example. The array on the top contains the unencoded word id (fence) and the offset of the encoded word that starts with the contents of the said word id. An encoded word always starts at the beginning of a not encoded word, which in turn always contains 31 bits. In this example we are looking for the position of bit 62073, this will be in the 62073 ÷ 31 = 2002 unencoded word, in position 62073 mod 31 = 11. Using the fence pointer index we find that we need to decode w97 to retrieve unencoded word 2002, and then look for the 11th bit. If we were looking for the position of bit 62150 we would probably need to decode more than one word (e.g., continue to word w98) depending on the exact distribution of the bits. In general, fence pointers help to avoid both unnecessary CPU processing (decoding) and memory consumption (storing the unnecessary parts of the decoded bitvector). However, if the granularity becomes too fine (g becomes too small) the overhead of maintaining fence pointers increases; we effectively use more space to index the same information. In Sections 4.4 and 4.6 we show what granularity is beneficial through extensive experimentation.
Updating a Row. The most challenging operation is updating the value of a row. We assume that the operation requests to change the value of row k to val. The top part of Figure 7b depicts the update operation of row 2 from 20 to 10. In order to indicate the new value, UpBit flips the bit of position k of the bitvector corresponding to val (U i ). However, this is not enough, because we need to negate the bit of position k of the bitvector corresponding to the old value as well (U j ). Since we do not necessarily know the old value of position k, we need to retrieve this value similarly to what we described before. The last two steps are the negation of the corresponding bits:
Algorithm 5: Update row k to val with UpBit. Inserting a Row. The last operation with a bitmap index is inserting a new row. This operation does not require to update existing values, hence, we do not need to decode any bitvectors; we extend the current bitvectors so there is some necessary bookkeeping.
We first need to find the bitvector corresponding to val (U i ). Following Fastbit implementation of WAH, we use active words [34, 35] to append at the end of the bitvectors. The last word stores two variables: the literal value and the number of bits. Hence, we do not need to fully decode the bitvector to get the last word. Typically, the new bit can be appended, and the size of the bitvector is increased without a physical expansion of the encoded bitvector. In rare cases, the last word is not enough and the bitvector needs to be extended. In this case, the bitvector is extended by a word and additional padding space is added in the end of the bitvector for future inserts. Once the padding space is available, we increase the U i size by one element and we set the new bit equal to one on the B i bitvector. For example, in the bottom right part of Figure 7b we see how inserting value 20 is handled. The overall process is also described in Algorithm 6.
insert_row (index: UpBit, value: val) While the insertion can happen directly at V i as well, we select to use U i because it is typically smaller and more compressible, hence every operation is more efficient. In addition, we follow a merging policy between value and update bitvectors during read queries to exploit existing processing as we discuss in Section 3.3. A major difference of our approach when compared against prior work [8] is that because it does not invalidate rows, there is no need for keeping a mapping when the value of a row is updated. However, as updates or deletes accumulate update bitvectors become less compressible and need to be merged back with the main value bitvectors.
Scaling With the Number of Updates
As UpBit accumulates updates, deletes and inserts, its update bitvectors become unavoidably less compressible, leading to expensive bitwise operations and decodings. We address this problem by merging each update bitvector with the corresponding value bitvector, when their size is larger than a threshold.
The decision whether the two bitvectors are going to be merged is based on the number of accumulated updates. We describe in Section 4.4 how to tune the merging threshold. Once the threshold is determined to T updates, UpBit can start merging the update and the value bitvector as follows: it monitors the number of updates applied to each bitvector independently and when the accumulated updates are more than T , the corresponding update bitvector is marked as "to be merged". In the next search operation involving this bitvector the merging between the value and the update bitvector will happen in order to produce the result expected by the user (V i ⊕U i ). This result will also be saved as the new value bitvector while the update bitvector will be re-initialized. This process is described in Algorithm 7. Algorithm 7: Merge UB of bitvector i.
merge (index:
After the update threshold is met, we perform the merge during a subsequent query evaluation. The reason is that at this point we calculate anyway the result of the XOR between the value and the update bitvector to return it as a result of the read query. Hence, by writing back after a read query we avoid the unnecessary overhead of performing bitwise XOR during updates. When the bitvectors are merged, U i is reset to zeros, while V i is updated and its fence pointers are recalculated during encoding. Last but not least, UpBit's multiple update bitvectors allow the merging mechanism to happen in a bitvector-by-bitvector case. On the contrary, prior work UCB uses the existence bitvector, and as a result it needs to perform a merge operation of the existence bitvector with all value bitvectors at once, increasing the merging overhead drastically.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section we provide a detailed experimental analysis of UpBit against state-of-the-art updatable bitmap indexes and state-ofthe-art read-optimized bitmap indexes. We show that UpBit brings drastically faster overall workload execution. When compared to the update-optimized bitmap index UpBit achieves both faster updates and faster reads. On the other hand, when compared to readoptimized bitmap indexes it achieves similar read performance and much faster update performance.
Experimental Methodology
Infrastructure. Our experimentation platform is a server running Debian "Wheezy" with kernel 3.18.11. The server is equipped with four sockets each with an Intel Xeon CPU E7-4820 v2, running at 2GHz. Each processor has 16MB L3 cache, and supports 8 hardware threads, and 8 hyper-threading threads, for a total of 64 hardware contexts with HT enabled. The main memory is 1TB, corresponding to 256GB per socket, and the storage is based on a RAID-5 configuration of 300GB 15KRPM SAS hard disks.
Implementation. The implementation of UpBit is a standalone implementation in C++. A key component in UpBit is the design of bitvectors. For this, we built on top of the FastBit bitvector [33] which we modified to support update bitvectors, fence pointers, and multi-threading. In order to parallelize the search of different bitvectors we use C++11 threads.
Tested Approaches. We compare UpBit with both state-of-the-art update-aware bitmap indexes and read-optimized indexes. Specifically we compare UpBit against (i) read-optimized bitmap indexes supporting in-place updates, for which we modify FastBit, and (ii) UCB, which we reimplemented using FastBit in order to provide a more efficient implementation and to use the same underlying bitvector logic for a fair comparison.
Select Operator API. We design and we test UpBit as a drop-in replacement for a select operator in a modern system. Its input is a column where we want to perform a selection and its output is a set of qualifying positions in the column. This is equivalent to a standard scan or index scan operator. We also compare against a modern hardware optimized scan (with multi-core, SIMD and tight for-loops) as a sanity check.
Workloads. We experiment with both synthetic and real-life data sets. We generate synthetic integer data varying two key parameters for the performance of a bitmap index: the size of the data set, n, and the cardinality of the domain, d. The distribution of the values follow either the uniform or the zipfian distribution. We further test with the Berkeley earth data [6] and with TPC-H [28] .
Performance Metrics. Experiments showing response time always show the average of ten runs with standard deviation below 3% while throughput experiments show real-time behavior using a moving average of a small fraction of the experiment duration. We show both complete workload performance -that is, a mix of reads and writes -and also individual read and write performance.
Scalable Updates With UpBit
Read Performance. The first experiment demonstrates the scalability of UpBit in terms of the number of updates. The experiment has the same setup as the one shown in Figure 1 . The initial dataset consists of n = 100M tuples, with domain cardinality d = 100. The workload contains equal number of updates and equality queries, both uniformly distributed across the domain (we discuss range queries later on). Figure 9 shows the results for UCB and UpBit. While UCB read latency increases unsustainably, UpBit scales, offering stable latency as more updates are applied. Impact of Updates. Next, we show that the average read latency of a workload with updates is minimally impacted, and that the update latency is much faster than any previous approach. We show these observations for a variable percentage of updates in the workload.
We experiment with a synthetic data set consisting of n = 100M values, taken from a domain with d = 100 unique values. We present average read and update time for three different workloads: one that contains 1% updates in the query mix, one that contains 5% of updates, and finally one that contains 10% updates in the query mix of 100k operations. Figures 10 and 11 show the results. The white bars correspond to a read-optimized bitmap index that employs in-place updates, Figure 12 : As we vary the percentage of updates, deletes or inserts from 1% to 10%, UpBit has the lowest overall workload latency when compared with any other setup. UpBit achieves similar read performance to a read-optimized bitmap index and drastically better updates (a) and deletes (b) than both read-optimized and update-optimized indexes. When inserting new values (c) all approaches have a similar low overhead on read performance. In-place updates cannot gradually absorb the new values, hence, inserting cost does not scale.
the grey bars to UCB and the black bars to UpBit. UCB delivers 3.43 − 3.77× faster update latency than in-place updates. Our approach is significantly faster delivering 51 − 115× faster update time than in-place updates (15−29× faster than UCB). The biggest factor of in-place updates is to actually decode and then encode the corresponding value bitvectors, while for UCB it is decoding and updating the existence bitvector. On the other hand, UpBit updates two highly compressible update bitvectors leading to much lower update latency. Figure 11 shows the impact in read latency. The read latency of the approach with in-place updates is effectively the ideal read latency of a bitmap index because there is no auxiliary bitvectors or other data to read from. UCB on the other hand merges the existence bitvector with the value bitvector when answering each query leading to a 2.71 − 2.77× performance degradation in read latency. UpBit, however, delivers read latency with at most 8% overhead which accounts for combining with XOR the relevant parts of the value and the update bitvectors. Figure 12a shows the overall workload latency of the previous experiment as we vary the percentage of updates in the workload. We see that the update overhead for in-place updates is very low for a very small number of updates while it drastically increases as we have more updates in the workload. On other hand, UCB has small update cost in all cases but the read cost is prohibitively high, leaving UpBit as the approach that combines low update cost scaling with updates and very low read performance overhead, leading to faster workload latency against both in-place updates and UCB.
Impact of Deletes. Next, we repeat the above experiment replacing updates with deletes. Figure 12b shows the overall workload latency of 100k operations where 1%, 5%, or 10% of them are deletes and the rest lookups. Similarly to the previous experiments, in-place updates have a drastically increasing overhead as the percentage of deletes increases and UCB has very high read overhead. On the other hand, UpBit has 1.06 − 1.44× lower workload latency than in-place deletes by combining low read overhead and very efficient deletes. Figure 12c compares in-place updates, UCB, and UpBit when only inserting new values, using the same setup as the previous experiments. Since inserts are treated differently than updates and deletes (using the available padded space of the value and the update bitvectors to append new values) we expect different performance as well. Except for in-place updates that suffer as the percentage of inserts increases, UCB and UpBit perform almost the same because appending new values in the bitvectors is treated in a similar way using active words. Mixed Workload. Figure 13 puts everything together, using a workload that write requests consist equally of Updates, Deletes and Inserts (UDI). We vary the aggregate percentage of UDI operations between 1% and 10% as in our previous experiments. The impact of updates dominates, and UpBit is the approach with the fastest workload latency. As the percentage of UDI increases the performance of in-place degrades, while UCB is slower but maintains stable performance. UpBit outperforms both approaches.
Impact of Inserts.
We repeat similar experiments varying a number of parameters, one at a time, to shed light on UpBit's behavior. We vary the cardinality of the indexed column, the data size, and the data distribution. Lastly, we experiment with a real-life data set which typically uses bitmap indexing. Scaling With Cardinality. Domain cardinality is a critical parameter for bitmap indexes as it defines the number of maintained bitvectors. In this experiment we study the effect of cardinality. Figure 14 shows the overall workload latency of 100K queries over a relation with n = 100M values, which has a domain with d = 1000 unique values. On average each bitvector has now 10× fewer bits set to one, and as a result, read time is about 10× faster than the corresponding experiment with d = 100 (Figure 13 ). The update cost, however, remains similar to the previous experiment, and the gain when compared with the in-place updates is much bigger. Scaling With Data Size. The behavior of all three approaches remains the same when we increase data size. Figure 15 shows the same experiment with 10K queries, repeated with n = 1B values and the domain cardinality as in the initial experiment (d = 100). Figure 15 looks almost identical to Figure 13 . The data size does not affect the performance trends and the relative behavior of different bitmap index designs. As we index more data over the same attribute we have more bits per bitvector, maintaining, however, the same number of value and update bitvectors. As a result, the relative performance of the different approaches is the same, and the absolute performance increases linearly with the data set size.
Zipfian Distribution. The distribution of the data affects the behavior of all approaches in different ways. In a uniform distribution all bitvectors get the same number of bits set to one, and as a result, they have similar compressibility. In distributions with skew, some bitvectors will contain more ones and others will be almost empty, leading to very fast querying. Figure 16 shows the overall workload latency of an experiment with n = 100M and d = 100, when the data follow the zipfian distribution (S = 1.5; about 40% of the items have the two most popular values, and the remaining are uniform in the domain). Read and update requests are uniformly distributed over the domain. We observe that all approaches are faster than the case where the distribution is uniform, because most bitvectors contain very few bits set to one and are highly compressible. The update cost, however, remains approximately the same as in the previous case because we still have to decode and then encode the update values. As a result, the contribution of the update cost is now increasing faster as the number of updates increases. UpBit is slightly slower than the read-optimized bitmap index, because having bitvectors with drastically different number of bits set equal to one would require a different granularity of fence pointers in each value bitvector. This would incur more translation overheads since UpBit would have to keep multiple mappings of fence pointers and positions; one for each value bitvector.
Berkeley Earth Data Set. Finally, we use UpBit to index the Berkeley earth data set showing significant performance benefits over both in-place updates and UCB. The data set contains measurements from 1.6 billion temperature reports, and is used for several climate studies. It contains information about temperature, date of measurement, and location (longitude and latitude). We use binning to query based on rounded temperature. Figure 17 shows that UpBit offers up to 1.34× smaller workload latency than inplace updates and 2.33× than UCB.
UpBit vs Modern Fast Scans
Here we compare UpBit with an in-house modern fast scan which uses tight for-loops, and exploits the available processing in terms of multi-core and SIMD implementing standard practices from the literature [23, 31, 37, 38] . Figure 18 shows the latency of a select operator over a synthetic data set of n = 1B values and d = 1000 when executed with UpBit and the modern scan, while varying the selectivity on the x-axis between 0.1% and 50%. We observe that UpBit is 65× faster than the modern scan for selecting 0.1% of the column. Since we are selecting from a column with one billion values, 0.1% values still correspond to 10 6 elements. The speedup drops sharply to 1.09× for selectivity 1%, and the break-even point is at 1.52%. When selecting 5% or more of the data UpBit is anywhere between 2.4× and 8.7× slower than the scan. We observe very similar behavior for different data sizes. Figure 18 also plots a line corresponding to the UpBit when each read query is an equality query. In this case, even though the queries have different selectivity, they all address only one bitvector; for every query the domain cardinality is different. Similar to what we observed before, UpBit is 65× faster than the scan for selectivity 0.1%. UpBit's benefits remains for 1% selectivity (4.6×) and 5% (1.4×), while for 10% selectivity UpBit and the scan have virtually the same performance. For higher selectivity the scan is more efficient: 1.5× for 25% selectivity and 1.99× for 50% selectivity. The difference between a range and an equality query with the same selectivity is the additional cost to perform the bitwise OR between the value bitvectors. Figure 19 : In workloads that have both read and update queries the optimal threshold of bits set to one before merging is 10. For lower threshold we merge too often and for higher threshold we disturb the compressibility of the update bitvectors.
Tuning UpBit
Merging UBs to VBs. As updates are being stored in the update bitvector they become less compressible, hurting the overall performance. Hence, UpBit merges value and update bitvectors, as described in Section 3.3. Figures 19a and 19b show the average update and read latency as we vary the merging threshold on the x-axis, for two different workloads; Figure 19a corresponds to a workload with 20% updates and Figure 19b to a workload with 50% updates. Note that the update latency uses the y-axis on the left hand-side and the read latency the y-axis on the right handside. For both workloads, we observe a small increase in update time as the merging threshold increases, since the updated bitvectors are becoming less compressible. This trend, however, is almost hidden because the update latency is dominated by the cost to get the old value of the updated row (about 93% of the execution time of an update goes to the get_value operation for our experiment with domain cardinality d = 100). Using merging threshold equal to one result in the most expensive read latency, since every read has to merge all pending updates (a cost more pronounced in Figure 19b where indeed every read is merging the previous update), but it drops sharply for threshold between 10 and 20. For higher threshold values the read cost gradually increases as we operate on less compressible UBs. In order to make the correct decision about what threshold value we should choose we look at the overall workload latency. Figure 19c shows the workload latency for both experiments, normalized by the slowest setup; which is for threshold equal to one. In this case, the expensive read latency dominates. On the other hand, the normalized workload latency is 15% faster for threshold equal to 10 or 20 for both workloads. For bigger thresholds the overall workload latency gradually increases, and eventually reaches 0.92 for merging every 1000 updates. A merging threshold of 10 updates leads experimentally to the fastest workload execution, hence, it is used in rest of our experimentation. Fence Pointers. Fence pointers help in reading only the useful part of the bitvectors, however, as their granularity becomes finer they have a substantial space overhead. Here we vary the granularity of the fence pointers and we show the achieved read latency and the corresponding size overhead. Figure 20 shows the overall system performance as we vary the granularity of fence pointers, in particular, the number of bits between two consecutive fence pointers. In this experiment we have 100 million rows with 100 distinct values and we show the average latency sustained, with a workload having 10% updates and 90% read queries. The x-axis shows the granularity of the fence pointers, while the last bar shows the performance of UpBit when no fence pointers are employed. The solid line shows the space overhead as a ratio of the size of the overall bitmap index. On the left hand-side we have a fence pointer after every value effectively paying the price of having the data uncompressed, leading to very expensive reads, however, as we make the fence pointers granularity coarser there is a sweet-spot that has minimum latency and small size overhead. This optimization fits the test data set (n = 100M, d = 100). For each data set a similar optimization experiment is executed.
Parallel Bitvector Reading. A key operation to support efficient updates on bitmap indexes is to be able to efficiently read an arbitrary value of the column from the bitmap index in order to decide which bitvector will need to be updated. Algorithm 3 can be parallelized in a way that different bitvectors are accessed simultaneously. In addition, with fence pointers we avoid reading unnecessary parts of the bitvectors. Figure 21 shows how getting the value at an arbitrary position scales with number of threads.
UpBit Scaling With Hardware Contexts. In addition to parallel bitvector reading, UpBit employs multi-threaded execution of read queries. All approaches decode bitvectors using multiple threads. Figure 22 shows how the average read and update latency of inplace updates, UCB, and UpBit scales with the number of threads for a workload with n = 1B values and domain cardinality d = 100. The solid lines show the average update time and the dotted lines show the average read time. Both in-place and UpBit read performance scales for up to 8 threads, at which point, the overhead of on-the-fly merging the value bitvector with the update bitvector for UpBit dominates the read latency, while UCB cannot take advantage of multiple threads. The update latency for in-place updates scales for up to 32 threads (which is the number of physical cores of the machine used). Updates with UpBit scale up to 8 threads. The update bitvectors are sparse and have up to 10 bits set to one at any point of time because of the periodic merge with the value bitvectors. Hence, breaking an update bitvector to more than 8 partitions does not help read performance. On the contrary, it requires more bookkeeping and increased overhead of result distributing and collecting, leading to an overall increase in update latency.
Tuning Summary. UpBit has three major parameters that are exposed for tuning: (i) the UB-VB merging threshold, (ii) the fence pointer granularity, and (iii) the level of parallelism used. Statically defined values deliver robust performance for various workloads. UpBit, however, allows fine tuning of these knobs in the case of a workload that may require different tuning.
The Impact of UpBit Design Elements
In order to more clearly understand the performance benefit of the two main design elements of UpBit, we evaluate UpBit performance when only fence pointers are enabled (UpBit-FP). We measure the impact of fence pointers with different granularity, when there is only one update bitvector, similar to the existence bitvector employed by UCB. When updating this bitvector, instead of decoding the whole bitvector we can use the fence pointers to decode only the literal word containing the bit we are about to update. That way we avoid the initial unnecessary decoding, but we may still have to decode and then encode until the end of the existence bitvector if the update changes the overall size of the encoding. Figure 23 shows how UpBit-FP performs in an experiment with In -p la ce U C B U pB it-F P U pB it In -p la ce U C B U pB it-F P U pB it In -p la ce U C B U pB it-F P U Figure 25 : While UpBit auxiliary structures add a lot of raw space, when compressed the space overhead of UpBit is negligible. data size n = 100M rows, cardinality d = 100, and a workload with 10% updates and 90% read queries. We observe that fence pointers can indeed help to decrease average latency by 2.29×, requiring, however, significant space overhead of about 15%. Almost the same benefit (2.18×), can be achieved for only 4% space overhead.
Full UpBit Design. We now put the whole design together. We repeat the same experiment as in Figure 12a but now we also include UpBit-FP. Figure 24 shows that the performance gains of UpBit is due to both design decisions of introducing (i) update bitvectors, and (ii) fence pointers. The efficiency of UpBit is the result of the combination of the two design elements. Fence pointers on the existence bitvector alone would be less effective because as we accumulate updates the auxiliary bitvector does not maintain compressibility. On the other hand, a system with update bitvectors like UpBit needs fence pointers to amortize their cost.
Read-Update-Memory Tradeoff
UpBit is an updatable bitmap index which makes use of additional metadata to support fast updates with low overhead on read queries. Naturally, it is interesting to find out at what cost we achieve this performance tradeoff. Figures 20 and 23 highlight the tradeoff between read performance and memory size. In addition, Figure 25 shows the breakdown of the size of the four update-aware approaches used in our experimentation. Update bitvectors result in doubling the uncompressed size of the bitmap index. However, they can be efficiently compressed because they are sparse. Similarly, the fence pointers add about 0.5% for UpBit, but they result in more space overhead to have the maximum performance gain if they are not used with update bitvectors (UpBit-FP). Finally, the auxiliary bitvector employed in UCB and UpBit-FP approaches has negligible size. UpBit maintains low space overhead by periodically merging update bitvectors with value bitvectors. The high compressibility of the sparse update bitvectors due to efficient encoding, allows for low update and merging overhead.
We further analyze the average latency of UpBit as we vary the granularity of fence pointers separately for read and update queries, for an experiment with n = 100M values and domain cardinality d = 100. In particular, Figure 26 shows the average read latency, update latency, and memory overhead when we vary the fence pointers granularity between one for every single value, and one every 10 7 values, which is virtually identical with what we observe when we have no fence pointers. Figure 26 shows a triangular tradeoff between read latency, update latency, and memory overhead. For very dense fence pointers both read and update latency are high and, of course, memory overhead is very high, resulting in no benefits. As we make the fence pointers sparser we observe that both read and update latency drop. The minimum read latency is achieved when we store a fence pointer every 10 5 values, and the minimum update latency when we store a fence pointer every 10 3 values. As we further decrease the granularity of fence pointers updates become very expensive as we have to decode larger parts of each bitvector. In summary, we want to minimize all three values: read latency, update latency, and memory overhead. If we have hard requirements (e.g., in read latency or memory size) we will have a specific range of values that we can select. In any case, we can select a "sweet spot" corresponding to the requirements of the application at hand. For example, depending on how many update and read queries comprise the workload, we select the appropriate fence pointer granularity to minimize the overall workload latency.
UpBit on TPC-H
We now continue to demonstrate that UpBit is effective on full queries with the standard TPC-H benchmark (scale factor 100). We integrate UpBit in an in-house column-store prototype system that supports full select-project-join queries. We experiment using as select operator, either UpBit or an optimized scan. The workload consists of a variation of TPC-H Q6; the selectivity of the l_quantity clause is varied from 2% to 100%, and we index on the l_quantity column. Q6 has two more select predicates, hence the overall query selectivity is between 0.08% to 3.9%, accordingly (more details about query generation can be found in Appendix B). Figure 27 shows that UpBit achieves significant benefits compared to the scan-based execution. For query selectivity between 0.08% and 2.4%, (indexed column selectivity 2% − 60%), UpBit is up to 6× faster, while for higher query selectivity (2.4%−3.9%, indexed column selectivity > 60%), the scan approach is up to 1.4× faster. Using UpBit for full SQL queries on larger data sets results in similar behavior as observed earlier (e.g., Figure 18 ). 
Discussion
Designing Bitmap Indexes. The analysis of UpBit leads to three core observations about designing bitmap indexes. First, introducing fence pointers mitigates one of the most important costs of bitmap indexes when updating: decoding and re-encoding bitvectors. In addition, distributing the cost of updating to several highly compressible update bitvectors allows for (i) very efficient updates, (ii) efficient on-the-fly merges during reads, and (iii) query-driven absorption of the updates. Finally, both fence pointers and update bitvectors increase the memory requirement of the index by a small fraction, however, we show that we can keep the memory overhead low and that we can fine-tune it based on the expected workload. Protecting Updates. While in this paper we focus on serial execution, UpBit is ideally situated to absorb concurrent updates compared to past work. The introduction of one update bitvector per value of the domain means that UpBit can operate in parallel for queries that update or read different values. Locking can happen in a fine grained way at the granularity of each individual value/update bitvector, providing maximum flexibility for concurrency compared to state-of-the-art techniques that essentially have a single point of access for all queries (e.g., either in-place updates or a single existence bitvector).
RELATED WORK
Updating Bitmap Indexes. The state of the art in update-friendly bitmap indexes is Update Conscious Bitmaps (UCB) [8] . USB supports updates by using an existence bitvector (EB) [21] which is updated when a row is deleted. Updates in this context are handled by a delete-then-insert operation. In order to efficiently support inserts UCB bitvectors are expanded by a single synthetic 0-fill-pad fill word which can represent very large bitvectors comprised only of zeros. In an event of an insert, or of a delete-then-insert, the new values are stored in the additional words. UCB, however, needs to store the mapping information when physical rows get invalidated. In addition to that, EB becomes less compressible as updates arrive because more bits are set to one, and there are fewer opportunities for space efficient encoding. UCB offers very low update times for a small number of updates, however, both update time and read time increases as updates accumulate. In this paper we address this limitation by introducing UpBit with two key design elements. First, UpBit employs update bitvectors (one per value of the domain) to distribute the update burden from the single bitvector that UCB employs, the existence bitvector. The difference now is that the auxiliary bitvectors can maintain their compressibility which is the main cost factor when querying using a bitmap index. The way to maintain auxiliary bitvector compressibility is by merging the update bitvectors and the value bitvectors based on a threshold. In particular, when a performancedriven threshold of bits set in an update bitvector is reached, it is marked for merging in the next read query. Then, in the next read query for the given value the update bitvector is merged back to the value bitvector in a query-driven way. This design was not practical with UCB because, contrary to UpBit, a query-driven merge would result into updating all bitvectors for some read queries. Second, UpBit introduces fence pointers in the update bitvectors to allow for efficient reads of arbitrary positions of each bitvector without decoding them entirely. This design reduces unnecessary decodings, and offers both better update time and query time when compared with the state of the art.
HICAMP Bitmap Index. HICAMP bitmap index [29] uses the DAG structure of HICAMP memory prototype [12] . HICAMP (Hierarchical Immutable Content-Addressable Memory Processor) offers architectural support for efficient concurrency safe shared structured data accesses. The HICAMP bitmap index uses HI-CAMP memory in order to efficiently deduplicate bitvectors. When any part of a bitvector is updated the memory management unit of HICAMP memory delivers efficient deduplication, in order to offer both space and update optimizations. HICAMP bitmap can be updated with O(log(n)) cost, and the read cost is O(m · log(n)) where m is related to the number of non-zero words of the bitvector.
HICAMP bitmap index, orthogonally to UCB and UpBit, offers efficient concurrency-safe bitmap indexing with aggressive deduplication building directly on top of the HICAMP prototype memory which is not yet available outside hardware simulation. UpBit can take advantage of the deduplication support of HICAMP memory to store for free most of the update bitvectors and potentially absorb more updates before merging update and value bitvectors.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we show that state-of-the-art bitmap indexes suffer in terms of update performance, and they do not scale with the number of updates. We introduce UpBit, a new bitmap index which allows for both efficient reads and writes and scales with the number of updates without hurting read performance.
Instead of updating bitvectors directly, when an update query arrives, UpBit buffers the update allowing multiple updates at the same time while supporting fast response times for read queries, having access to the latest updates with negligible overhead. UpBit uses dedicated update bitvectors for every value of the domain to buffer inserts, deletes and updates. At the same time it uses fence pointers across these bitvectors to allow for fast navigation by minimizing decoding. We demonstrate that UpBit achieves faster workload latency compared with both state-of-the-art read and updateoptimized bitmap indexes, combining the best of both worlds.
